Bright Beginnings Childcare and Learning Centers

Building Security

We have a security system in our front entrance. In order to enter the building you must use the code given to you by the Center Director. Only the parent or guardian is allowed to use the code. Please do not give the code to anyone! Upon leaving the center, there is an invisible beam that crosses the door. The beam is chest high (adult) so children are not able to "unlock" the door. It's our "magic door".

Please inform the management if someone other than yourselves will be picking up your child. They will need to use the intercom and management will assist them after checking identification. We will enforce that children and others do not use/have the code.

The entry door code will be changed approximately every 3-6 months. Parents will be notified of the change on Monday, and then the official change will happen Wednesday at pick up time.

If we notice the code is being used inappropriately, we will change the code.

The reason for being so strict is to ensure the safety of the children (your children) and the staffing team. I appreciate your understanding and your willingness in helping us keep our children safe.

Another part of our security here at Bright Beginnings is an audio and video surveillance system. It's great for parents to check how their child is adjusting without them seeing you! Each room is monitored as well as the playgrounds and front entrance for your family's security.

You will be given the code after registration fees have been paid and all forms are completed.

The management will help you set up personalized codes to check your child in and out of the center at the computer in the front hallway.

If you have any questions concerning the security and safety of our building, let us know. We'll be more than happy to help.

Bright Beginnings Illness Policy
(Ensures the health of the center as a whole.)

1. A child with any of the following symptoms may not attend the center until all symptoms are gone for at least 24 hours.
   - Vomiting, Inflammation of the Eyes, Diarrhea, Rash, Any Communicable Illness, Fever of 101 degrees or higher.
   - Lice Policy: Child must be "Nit" free before returning to the center.

2. If a child becomes ill at the center, the parent will be called to pick up their child. They will have approximately one hour. In the meantime, the child will be isolated from the other children.

3. A child may be "re-admitted" without a statement from a physician after having a communicable disease only if the child has been absent for a period of time equal to the longest incubation period for that disease and is...
   - ** free from any symptoms or fever for 24 hours without the aid of over the counter medications (Tylenol etc.)
   - **Being on Antibiotics for 24 hours (= to at least 3 dosages.)

4. Upon arrival at the center, staff will observe the children for any symptoms of illness. Parents are required to inform staff of any symptoms. Bright Beginnings is not able to care for sick children.

5. Please call the center to report your child ill or to notify us of any unexpected absence. We will post confirmed illnesses so other parents may observe their children for symptoms.

** Going outside every day is a State Licensing Rule.**
Fresh air is very healthy for you.

If you feel your child is too ill to go outside, that is a good indicator your child should not be at the center.

Please be assured that Bright Beginnings is doing everything on our part to keep the center clean and sanitized.

Thank You!
Tracy Goltz / Owner